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A newspaper is as various as
the men and community it
serves.
John Hay Whi tn ey
as 1964 Lovejoy Fellow

Kennedy's Sorenson
At Colby Tomorrow
Tommorrow at 1:30 p.m. Theodore H. Sorenson will arrive at the
Augusta Airport en route to a 7 p.m. speaking engagement at Colby's
Wadsworth Filedhouse. Sorenson, a special advisor to the late Presiden t John' F. Kennedy, has authored a book about the Kenned y
years titled Kennedy.
A host committee headed by sophomore Philli p M err ill will greet
Sorenson and bring him to the campus. The author's specific itinerary
at press time was not completely worked out. However, Merrill hopes
to expose Sorenson to the Colby student body as much as possible.
Plans are being explored for a Sorenson - student forum with some
government classes as well as his possible attendance at the University
of Maine-Colby football game Saturday afternoon. These will depend
on obtaining Sorenson's approval. The late President's advisor will
dine with the Student Government Reception committee in Mary
Low Hall and will then proceed to his hour-long lecture.
The lecture is desi gned to focus student attention on matters of
national prominence. It will deal specificall y with the American
Presidency, particularly the Kenned y years. The speech will be followed b y a short reception in Dunn Lounge, Runnals Union. Sorenson
will stay at the Roosevelt Motor Lodge while in Waterville.
The appearance of the prominent , and controversial , Sorenson on
the Colby campus, his only Maine engagement , has been labeled by
Merrill as indicative of a new political awareness on this college
campus. His appearance here will focus statewide attention on Colby
and its Studen t Government.
The singular Maine visit has been publicized on the Bates, Bowdoin
and University of Maine campuses. The advance ticket sale is reportedly going strong.

Colby st udents can still purchase advance tickets at the Spa , Far-

row's Bookstore and the Colby Bookstore. Pre-lecture tickets sell for
$.1. Those purchased at the door are $1.50.

Homecoming Bids on sale now from the I. F. C. representatives. On
sal e in Spa. Beginning Mon., Nov. 1. Onl y $7.00.
''
1) Bitter End Singers
5.00
2) All College Dance
3) One Football Ticket

4.00
1.00

4) Br omo Brunch

.50
$10.50

Theod o re So ren so n with t he late President Kennedy

Lovejoy Award
Next Thursday
The Elijah Parish Lovejoy Fellowship was established in 1951 to
help perpetuate "the heritage of
fearlessness and freedom " of the
American press. It honors the memory of a Colby alumnus, Elijah
Lovejoy, who became a crusading
editor against slavery more than
two decades before the Civil War.
He was shot at Alston, Illinois, on
November 7, 1937, while defending
his newspaper presses agrainst a
pro-slavery mob angered by his
editorials.
The 1965 recipient of the Lovejoy Fellowship is Colbert A. (Pete)
McKnight, the editor of The
Charlotte Observer. Mr. McKnight
will address the All-College Lovejoy Convocation at 8:00 P.M.,
Thursday, November 4, in Runnals
Union. He will deviate from the
traditional topic of the convocation,
which has been "Freedom of the
Press", commenting instead on
broad social issues and problems
facing us today. Mr. McKnight will
arrive on campus Wednesday in
order to meet students and become
better acquainted with the campus.
A reception in Dunn Lounge will
follow the Convocation.
The 14th Lovejoy Convocation
gives promise of being one of the
outstanding events of tho year.

Wi t h Bid onl y $7.00
Tlio petition in support of the

Fr iday Ni ght - November 5

U.S. policy on Viet Nam will be in
8-10 p.m. - 'Bitt er End Singers at Waterville Opera House, Tickets
tlio Spa, Saturday morning, October
't>5. per coup le at door.
30. If you wish to sign and haven 't
1 0-1 :30 a.m. - All College Dance in Runnals Union. Ticke ts $4.
please sign tomorrow morning.
per couple at door.

Chapman Steps Down

The appointment of Professor
Mark Benbow to the Chairmanship
of the English Department was
announced by President- Strider
Friday, Oct. 22. Professor Alfred
King Chapman, current chairman
will continue to teach as Roberts
Professor of English literature.
These changes will be effective at
the conclusion of this academic
year.
Professor Benbow, a specialist in
drama of the Renaissance, has been
a faculty member since 1950 and
a full professor since 1962.
Pro fessor Chapman has taught
continuously here for 32 years with
the exception of a sabbatical leave
and a period with the Air Force in
World War II. Born in Portland ,
he graduated from Colby in 1925.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
A native of Sioux City, Iowa, Professor Benbow received his B.A.
degree from the University of

Ho mecoming Hi g hlig hts
The Bitter End Sing er s
WHEREAS : The Inter-Fraternity Council
has request ed from , and
be en granted a loan b y Student Government for the
purpose of pr oviding concer t
entertainment Homecoming
Weekend; and,
WHEREAS : Entertainment accordingl y
ha s been secured ; therefore ,
BE IT ANNOUNCED : That the Bitter End Singers
have been retained for this
purpose ; and ,
BE IT FURTHER ANNOUNCED : That the Waterville Opera
House has been retained as
the site of the concert, Friday, 5 November, 1965, at
Ei ght O'Clock P.M. ;
BE YE MADE AWARE: Tha t tickets to this performance may be purchased a t
the rate of $2,50 per person;
however, holders of bids
available at a price of $7.00
from the I.F.C., may ent er
upon presentation of same.
Hit ler End Singers present a uni que sound of Folk-Dixicland-Rock
music , In conceit they perform as a grou p and do sing le com ed y
numbers. An evening of worthwhile entertainment is promised.
Friday, Nov. 5

HOMECOMING

8:00 P.M

10:00 P .M
Saturday, Nov, 6

The Bitter End Singers

Washington and his M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from Yale University.
He teaches courses in Shakespeare,
17th century poetry, and Elizabethan and Jacobean drama. On two
occasions, in 1957 and 1964, Professor Benbow has been chosen for
fellowships by the Folger Shakespeare Lib rary to do research in
Elizabethan tragedy. The results
of this work will be published.
Professor Benbow has served on
various faculty and administrative
committees. In 1959 he was one of
a small group participating in a
three weeks workshop at Colorado
Springs under the sponsorship of
the Danforth Foundation. This conference did much to shape Colby's
January Program of Independent
Study.
Professor Benbow is married to
the former Ann Merrill. They have
four children and make their home
in Fairfield Center.

9:30 A,M

Bitter End Singers Concer t
at Waterville Opera House
Dance with the Drift ers at
Runnals Union

LU Bike Race,

(Continued on Pago Sovon)

Letter To The Editor

Editorials:

Things Were Too Good To Last!!
Ah a ! Well , they 're doing it again. At least you 've got to give them

credit. Sneaky, like this, we all shouldn 't be. But they are using a little
suave . . . belting us with a smile, you might say. They are taking a
vote, they are letting all the girls vote as to whether or not they want
to join the factory brigade, stomp ing through the snowdrifts in curlers
and mau-mau 's for a little cream of wheat and a piece of toast. To be
explicit, Sellers wants to close down all the women's dining halls for
the evening meals Monday through Friday, and for all meals on weekends. Togetherness would reign as all the girls would eat together
cafeteria style in Dana. Hopefull y, this would increase co-ed dining.
This is understandable: with the slowness of the present lines and
serving conditions at Dana now, all the boys and girls could reall y
«et to know each other standing in line for several hours.
First there was the food. And we use, once again, that term loosel y.
But that improved to the point where it is not onl y imaginative and
varied , but tasty. So they softened us up for the abolishmen t of the
warm, informal, personal, civilized dining that is one of the main
reasons girls want to live in Louise Coburn and Mary Low. The
change to all-out , non-trial-period mess hall style wouldn 't be that
much of a change for the Foss-Woodrnan group, but for the others,
it would make no improvement.
The Senior girls especiall y, have this year discovered the warmth
and value of eating together in their own small dining room. The
desire not to lose, in their final year at Colby, this unity, was one of
the reason for the defeat of the co-ed dorrri. They wanted, and now
have, this rewarding atmosphere. The girls in L.C. also have this very
desirable state o'f affairs. It is part of that something that makes
Colby unique and wonderful. Why destroy this?

Now, at last peek, the girls in L.C. and Mary Low liked boys, so

they.do want boys and girls together. 'But they also don 't want to lose
t he atm osphere. So, why can 't Sellers (whose motto seems to be, "we
aim to please . . . but wait a few weeks") arrange, if they insist on

stampede service, to maybe like keep one dorm civilized for those
anachronistic, conservative, stup id, narrow-minded, shall ow, selfish,
egotistical peasants, who still believe that eating can and should be
more than a necessity.
And can you see a hundred girls a nd a h u nd r ed b oy s ru nning gail y
and eagerl y every ni ght to Roberts or Dana signing up every week to
r un gail y and eagerly to Roberts or Dana, as the case may be, in the

middle of Febr ua ry ?
Of course the girls in Averill romped to Roberts, and got used to
it . . . but they had no alternative. The girls this year have an alternative — right downstairs.

We're all for more co-ed activities , fo r making Colb y trul y a co-ed
campus, bu t must it be done at the sacrifice of a way of life that many
schools lack and mi ss, and which h elps to make Colby special?

BOWDOIN
At

the

Bowdoin

Homecoming

BRIDGEMAN
Mr. Bridgeman presented a very

football game last weekend a puz- interesting classical lecture in
American History Tuesday mornzled visitor from the north asked
ing to his 281 class. (Ho satirized
why tho Colby College band had the college lecture to a screaming
extreme).
played his national anthem.
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TO THE EDITOR:
I was a little confused by the
group which attended the Washington symposium on Vietnam. I commiserate with the writer, at least
with that candid half of him which
honestly reported that he was subje cted to a "rehash" that "was of
slight educational value," the same
half that was "disappointed " in his
attempt to "bring vital viewpoints
on the subject back to Colby."
But I lament that the writer's

f

eyes and ears were contradicted by
his heart which told him that he
really wanted to support the Administration's policy come what
may. This half ignores the contradiction between a symposium which
is an exchange of opinion and a
demonstration which is a public
show. This half gives up his factfinding mission to march in "rational" support. This half allows his
good intentions to be diverted into
proj ects high sounding in name

OTOTElff 3 GOVERNBf EXIT

The vice-president announced
that there will be no further proxy
voting for organizations or individuals.
The social chairman announced
that the Bitter End will perform at
the Opera House from 8-10 p.m. on
Frid ay , Nov. 5, Homecoming Weekend, followed by a dance in Runnals Union from 10-1:30 p.m. featuring the Drifters, the Delso Trio
and the Harlem 5-piece band.
Homecoming bids will sell for $7.
In the future the Colby "C" Club
will take responsibility for anno un cing ad va n ce t icket sale s f o r
away games to avoid the confusion
of the Bowdoin game.
Ted Sorenson will lecture on the
"American Presidency " on Sat.,
Oct. 30 in the fieldhouse. Phil Merrill reported on publicity procedures
and 'hospitality' arrangements.
Barry Clark reported from Campus Affairs meeting a request that
the second half of next week's StuG meeting be devoted to a discussion of the apartment ruling.
Academic Life reported that the
Precincts are circulating a questionnaire about the proposed curriculum changes.
The group returning from the
Viet Nam symposium in Washington D.C. reported that plans are
being worked out with the government department for a student
symposium on the Viet Nam conflict.
The Buildings and Grounds chairman was reminded to work on the
problem of chaotic library conditions.
A motion passed 19-2-2 that the
Constitutional Committee look into
Stu-G constitutional revision (or
clarification)
concerning proxy
voting. The president decreed that
the law of precedent over-rule the
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Sincerely,
]
Patrick Brancaccio

i

law of constitution in this matter
and that proxy voting by organizations be allowed until the constitutional committee has made a ruling.
A loan of $1000 was made to IFC
for Homecoming expenses.
A motion passed unanimously to
recommend to the administration
that classes begin at 8:00 and end
at 10:00 on Wed. Nov. 24, t he day
Thanksgiving vacation starts.
A motion pased unanimously to
reserve part of the bulletin board
outside the Spa for an organized
ride board. The Freshmen Interim
Committee will implement this proposal.
Af ter considerable debate, a motion passed 16-7-1 that Stu-G submit a proposal to the president
stating approval of the formation
of a Foss-Woodman complex of
freshmen and independent men,
having a corresponding number of
women residing in Averill, Johnson
and sections of the quad. The secretary was directed to draft this
proposal.

Paradise Lost

If Colby were more of a school —
We'd hire 500 men with minds
like Chaplain Hudson's.
But we wouldn't let them do our
thinking for us.
We'd stop regurgitating in the
classroom and start thinking.
We'd stand up for and admit that
there's more to the discrimination
issue than discrimination.
There'd be parietael hours and
no appartment rules. There 'd be
respect for the honor system and
,
the student courts.
We'd sign a petition backing our
boys in Viet Nam. Or - - we'd put
up a sign in front of Eustis saying
"Stop the War !" And we'd know
what we were talking about.
We'd get up at 7 a.m. to witness
a comet. We'd know who won the
Nobel Prize last week, and who
won the Harvard-Dartmouth game.
We'd be able to quote T.S. Eliot,
and 1400 students would turn out
for Sorensen.
There'd be more letters to the
editor and more columns like this.
If Colby were more of a
achool

Brothers Kar amazov Oct. 31
Presente d by Sunday Cinema

THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV
will be presented by Sunday Cinema on October 31. Concerned with
sin and salvation, greed and depravity, this film of one of the greatest Russian novels examines the
relationships among a profligate
father and his four sons, three legitimate and one illegitimate.
At the center of the conflict is
the love of both the father and the
eldest son for the voluptuous blond
mistress. When the father Is killed,
the blame falls upon the eldest son.
Yul Brynner, Maria Sohell, Claire

Bull & Pen

Eye on New York;
Lindsay vs* Beane
By Derek Schuster

When the political attention of
our nation is focused on a mayoral
race, you know that it can't bo
much of an election year. Yet many
eyes in 1985 are being cast anxiously towards New York City as If
the future of the Republican Party
will be revealed by the success or
failure of one man,
Many feel that if John V. . Lindsay, the Republican-Liberal candidate for "the nation 's second most
demanding office ", can win noxt
Tuesday 's election , ho will provide
tho G.O.P. with the frosh , now,
attractive faco it needs to recapture the presidency somo day. The
Irony of all this Is that Individuals
in both parties have accused Lindsay of being a preppy, a wide-eyed
liberal , or a turncoat , but seldom
a genuine Republican.
Tho 43-yoar old, O'S" Lindsay has
served as Congroassman for Manhattan 's orstwhllo "Silk Stocking
District" which nowadays transcends class and ethnic boundaries, In spite of tho SYj -1 cltywldo
registration advantage enjoyed by
tho Democrats, Lindsay has swept

but which in fact shift attention
.away from the question of the
justice of the war.
The article does make clear that
the desire to support outran the
desire to know, an attitude implied
in the strangely mixed intentions
of the group in going to Washington in the first place.
There's a good deal of confusion
on both sides of the Vietnam issue,
and there is a good deal of pressure to take a stand; but let's not
allow the difficulty of knowing
force us to close our eyes and jump.

to landslided victories in three previous political races. In this election he is attempting to appeal
across party lines by running on a
fusion ticket with a Liberal and
a third-rate Democrat.
Lindsay would soom to have
enough appeal with tho normally
Democratic voters to stand an excellent chance of victory. Ho has
embraced the liberal attitude on
most issues such as supporting
rent control , public housing, federal aid to education and transportation. But In addition to fighting
tho B'2" Democratic Abraham
Boame, Comptroller in tho retiring
Wagner administration , ho must
prevent the defection of tho
staunch Goldwatcr Republicans and
others who support tho candidacy
of Conservative William Buckloy.
The only way Lindsay or anyone
else can stand a chance against tho
acid fconguod editor of tho National
Review is to Ignore him, Even so,
Buckloy figures to pick up 10 to
1.5% of the city's vo to , though If
elected, ho cynically admitted, "I
would demand a recount. "

Bloom, Lee J. Cobb, and Richard
Basehart star in this deeply moving
story from the novel by Peodor
Dostoyevski.
The Now York Herald Tribune
has said that, "(Director Richard
Brooks) has used close-up superbly
to achieve depth of character . . .
Photography has a rich texture
that movies rarely achieve."
THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV
will be shown in color this Sunday
at 2:00 and 7:00 in Lovejoy Auditorium. Admission is 50c.
CINEMA FILM for OCT. Slat.

Beame, unlike Lindsay, had to
struggl e for his nomination. In tho
primary he surprisingly defeated
Wagner's henchman, City Council
President Paul Screvane, and two
others after a bitter campaign.
The Democratic hopefuls spent
most of the summer whimsically
racing through the subways seeking water leaks.
Beame's nomination considerably
weakened Lindsay's contention
that he alone could provide the city
with a thorough change. Beame associates himself with the Wagner
administration as little as Lindsay
refers to himself as a Republican,
Unfortunately Lindsay has run a
campaign in which, rather than
criticizing and proposing, ho has
merely attempted to establish himself as the charismatic figure who
can effect tho vast and fundamental changes that Now York City
needs, This method may have soured in its overuse.
A victory noxt Tuesday would
thrust Lindsay Into tho forefront
as a future Republican presidential
possibility. But tho moaning of n
Lindsay upset should bo rovoalcd
oven sooner. Not only does Lindsay
soom to possess tho Konnody-likc
youthful vigor and vision necessary
to ease Now York's many problems,
but In so doing to help rekindle tho
two-party system by demonstrating
that Progressive Republicanism
can Bucoood In other hitherto Democratic urban areas.
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BARBARA FELZ
Barbara Felz, from Woodbury,
¦
New " Jersey is representing Pi
Lambda Phi. She intends to major
in French for preparation as a high
school teacher. She is ,an avid
sports enthusiast and enjoys golf
and water skiing.

MARTHA WHITE
Representing Tau Delta Phi is
Martha White, an English major
from Barrington, Rhode Island.
She cites music and playing the
piano as her favorite interests. Also
an outdoors enthusiast, she enjoys
horseback riding, tennis and sailing. Journalism is Martha's prospective career.
LORRAINE MOREL
Lorraine Morel homecoming candidate for Alpha Delta Phi, hails
from New Hyde Park, Long Island,
New York. Lorraine spent her summer doing hospital volunteer work.
She is interested in gymnastics,
water skiing, swimming and dancing; and wants to learn to ski here
at Colby. She is looking forward to
high school teaching, although she
is still unsure of her maj or.
Trixie Oakley

DEBBIE ROSE
Debbie Rose was selected to represent Delta Kappa Epsilon while

playing touch football with the boys
in sports day ! Her interests range
from writing poetry to teaching
swimming. This summer she worked as a recreational therapist for
retarded children at the State
School in Waltham, Mass., her
hometown. Debbie's prospective
major is English literature.
BONNIE ALLEN
Bonnie Allen, from Turner, Maine
has been chosen to represent Lambda Chi Alpha. An English major,
she enjoys singing, skiing and surfing. Bonnie also plays the guitar
and pursues this interest as a member of the Folk Song Society, She
currently reigns as Maine Poultry
Queen 1965.

MARY HOLDEN
Delta Upsilon has . selected Mary
Holden of Manchester, Vermont
She enjoys modeling and the
theatre, and also skis and rides
horseback. Mary intends to major
in biology.

Barb Felz

TRIXIE OAKLEY
Trixie Oakley coming from Bedford, Mass, has been selected as
the Alpha Tau Onefa candidate.
Trixie is a winter sports enthusiast
who also enjoys the performing
arts. She plains to major in art.

Lise Ferner

JANE CHANDLER
This year the Zetes have selected

Bonnie Allen

mmmmymmsm^
Mary Holden

Debbie Rose

Lorraine Morel

Lea Chang
r n

Martha White

Jane Chandler

Jane Chandler as their Homecoming Queen candidate. She is a biology major from Cumberland Center, Maine. Now that Jane has and
is currently active in the Outing
Club. Being an avid skier, Jane is
anxiously awaiting the snow.
LEE CHANG
Lee Chang, prospective English
or psychology major, from Stamfo r d , Connecticut, is the Independents' candiate. Coming from a
small family, she was attracted to
Colby by its home-like atmosphere,
individual attention, and the JanPlan. She likes jazz, folk music and
outdoor sports. Her tastes run from
Winnie the Pooh to James Bond.
JAN STILES
The Phi Delts have chosen Jan
Stiles as their candidate. Jan comes
from Malvern, Pa., Football, basketball and tennis are Jan's sports;
She also enjoys cooking and sewing. Jan does not have any definite
plans for the future as yet.

LISE FERNER
Oslo, Norway, is the home of
Kappa Delta Rho 's candidate,' Lise
Perner. Lise has a great love of the
outdoors and enjoys cross country
skiing and sailing, Music is another
of her special interests. An education and French major, Lise intends
to teach retarded children upon
graduation.

Jan Stiles

Fresh Frosh Face Frats!

Muscular Torsoes I n Hidin g
As Campu s Ches t Nite Nears
The annual Campus Chest Carnival will be- hold Wednesday, Nov. 3,
f rom 7:30 until 10:30, in Runnal's
Union. Each fraternity, sorority,
and religious group will be represented and sponsor an activity such
as games of skill and fun or selling
sundaos , Cokes, and shooshines.
The yearly "Mr. Campus Chest"
competition will also bo hold. Will
Wos Barbour 's rolgn continue for
another year? Other entertainment
will feature Eight, and the Band.
This carnival sponsored by tho
Inter-Faith Association, Is one part
of tho IFA fund raising drive. This
.spring, IFA will also sponsor a
Faculty Show. Most of tho funds
raised will go to tho World University Sorvloo, an interd enominational, International, and Interracial
studont organization. WUS assists
needy students throughout tho
world and is presently building a
student center In Seoul, Korea, Two
summers ago, Davo Hatch , class of
'65, worked with WUS In tho mountains of Peru , building student

dorm facilities.
Funds will also be contributed to
the National Scholarship Service
and Fund for Negro Students. This
is an independent agency, established to increase higher educational
opportunities for qualified Negro
students in interracial colleges in
this country.
Tho agency gives counscllllng and
advisory service to thousands of students each year through their
schools and guidance counsellors
and already boon awarded scholarships by colleges — but In Insufficient amounts. It has helped almost 7,000 students to enroll In over
SCO Interracial colleges in tho past
11 years. More than $2,500,000. in
scholarship aid has ben secured or
awarded directly to some, of theso
students, Presently it needs moro
scholarship funds; each year students must forego college scholarships, which thoy have earned in
opon competition , because tho
awards aro not largo enough to
moot thoir total financial needs.

Alternatives In Apartment Rules?
Mr, Howard Koonco, professor of
English and Assistant to President
Stridor in the absenso of Mr.
Rosenthal, presided over tho second
meeting of the Campus Affairs
Committee for tho '65-'66 school
year. Opening with old business, we
quickly returned to discussion of
tho so called Apartment Rule.
It was first of all pointed out
that Studont Government had voted
unanimously to petition tho Administration for a revision of the
apartment rule to the effect that
Rule No, 2 bo deleted from Administrative Social Rugulatlons. The
discussion brought out tho fact that
students do not fool tho nood to
replace this rule with anything, but
rather, that Rules 1 and 3 are sufficient to say what the administration Is seeking to say,
Tho administration, however, felt
otherwise, and submitted tho following as a possible alternative to
tho rule, to appear as a statement
of philosophy or administrative
standard rather than as a regula-

tion : "While it is true that each
student is responsible for his own
behavior, and the college has no
wish to inquire into the private
behavior of Individuals, nevertheless, the college does feci obligated
to establish an atmosphere most
conducive to tho administration
that it is not appropriate for unaccompanied women to visit men 's
apartments."
Discussion was very positive toward this now approach , Points
brought out In Its favor, woro: If
this Is the way tho administration
feels, It Is both righ t and proper
that thoy should make thoir 1 feelings known to tho students and ,
that this expresses thoir feelings
while leaving tho ultimate decision
on behavior with the individual
studont. Also while It is always
nlco to think of yourself as an Independent Individual , ono who has
affiliations can not act with only
himself in mind,
As long ns wo remain students at
Colby wo must give somo consider-

ation to the reputation of the college and the feelings of tho people
in the community.
The administration expressed the
hope that this now possible alternative will stir up campus thought
and comment both as to the nature
of the statement and as to tho
standard of appropriate or inappropriate
behavior
which
it
espouses. This being only a possible
alternative, all comments, crltlr
clsms, or suggestions for revision
are welcome, and in fact sought.
Tho mooting was adjourned until
Wednesday, Nov. 3, at which timo
we plan to dolvo more deeply into
various concepts which soom to
comprise tho 'philosophy of tho collogo.' In tho meantime wo aro seeking student reaction to the proposed change In tho rule. In this
Interest Studont Government will
dovoto part of its meeting this coming Monday to a discussion off'this
Issue and all Interested are urged
to oomo to the Hurd Room in
night.

(Dog Star Man)
Film Direction's
Next Attraction

Goodman
Communic ates:

DOG STAR MAN, a 75 minute
"experimental film" by Stan Brakhage, will be shown by FILM DIRECTION on Sunday Oct. 31 at
7:30 in Given Auditorium.
A silent, color film made between
1963 and 1964, DOG STAR MAN
received the film-of-the-year award
from Film Maker's Cooperative in
1964.
Rejecting the conventional devices of plot and characterization,
Brakhage uses intricate patterns of
superimposition and color relationships to describe man 's primal relationship to nature. Like Whitman's "Song of Myself ," Brakhage's
film is cosmic and deeply personal,
and like Whitman, too, Brakhage
has developed techniques that perfectly express his theme.
Brakhage's film techniques and
occasionally his subject matter have
made . him a controversial figure.
One print of DOG STAR MAN has
been confiscated by the police, and
several years ago, a Brakhage film
started a riot at a European film
festival. Last spring Brakhage appeared at Colby to discuss and show
some of his films, and some people
on campus were outraged at what
he showed.
Brakhage has strong supporters
in FILM DIRECTION, however,
and over the past four years a
number of his films have been
shown , including THE DEAD,
SIRIUS REMEMBERED, WATER
WINDOW BABY MOVING, and
PRELUDE TO DOG STAR MAN.
FILM DIRECTION believes that
Sunday's showing of DOG STAR
MAN offers Colby audiences a rare
opportunity to see a major work
by one of the world's major makers of "experimental films."

Many students tell me they are in school this year, or in school altogether, to avoid going to the rice paddies. They say it angrily, not slyly.
Thei r moral problem is an unusual one. It is not that they are shirking
the army for their personal comfort or their careers — a dodge that
occurs at all times and in all countries ; rather, they feel they 'ought to be
resisting the present war more honestly, burning draft-cards, going to
jail, etc. According to the opinion polls, the President has a solid popular
majori ty for his policy, but I doubt that he has anything like a majority
in the colleges, especially among the younger instructors and the students. Thus, I expect the teach-ins and anti-war demonstrations to be
stronger and to involve civil disobedience, if only because of these studen t s' self -disgust for their privileged exempt status.
On the other hand , for the students who are not protesters, the draftpolicy does not have much patriotic significance. I doubt that there are
many students who feel enthusiastic that their college training is an
indispensable function of the Great Society and its war effort, so that
their student-deferment is valued as a positive good, rather than a lucky
break.
Best Students Are Dissenters
Even m ore serio u s, however, the most intellectually earnest stu dents
are the strongest dissenters, on Civil Rights, University reform, pacifism,
opposition to the Vietnam war. This was evident at Berkeley, where the
Tallman (left) and Dunn : collaborators on original musical
Free Speech Movement leaders had grades far superior to the average ;
and the same has jus t been demonstrated across the country in a report
for the Carnegie Corporation: dissent is strongest in schools with the
highest academic standing and, in those schools, among the best students. Think of the unfortunate, and dangerous, polarization among young
people that this implies. The armed forces tend to be filled with the poor
and unschooled. They are drafted, and they also tend to enlist since they
by Penny Madden choreographing the show and P&W
are likely to be drafted anyway and they might as well have it over "I made mention to Andy that president Mike Clivner will do the
with; besides, in peace-time conditions, the armed services provide edu- I'd like to direct a play, and we set and lighting design. James Gilcation for the ambitious that is better than most high schools and some looked at several different ones. All lespie will be musical director. He
colleges. In war-time conditions, the selected group at the front under- of a sudden, we said , why don't we will also play the piano with acstandably resents the protesters at home who are a different . breed. A re- write a musical!"
companiment from Jay Dorsett,
porter from Danang (Warren Rogers in the N. Y. Journal-American)
That was the inspiration for the pianist, and Robert Field, percussays , "The 18 and 19-year-olds , fashionably referred to as high school new musical Fairy Tale written by sionist. Dorean Corsori will work on
dropouts, have steel in their backbones and maybe too much of what two inventive Colby sophomores, special costumes and Skip Kindy
prize-fighters call killer instinct." But the protesters are most often better Andy Dunn and Gregg Tallman. will serve as technical director.
info rmed, more reasonable, and even more earnest. Naturally the men The project, started last February Write a musical while carrying
at the front think of them as slackers, careerists, beatniks, or nuts.
and completed in June, will be pre- a f ull course load ? Seems imposOn the streets, the ever louder crowds that curse the young pacifist sented for a Colby audience early sible, yet that's what these boys did.
demonstrators are in fact likely to be cursing the young people of whom in February.
And the remarkable thing about it,
they would ordinarily be most proud and whom they would like their
according to the boys, was the fact
Author Dunn, a quiet, decisive
own children to emulate. If the American casualty lists mount, we are
that "We both improved our grades
bound to see a Know Nothing spirit worse than McCarthyism, for the ATO, described Fairy Tale as "a second semester." Apparently the
dissent is more widespread , stubborn , and in tellectually critical than it boy 's search for beau ty and truth double load didn't bother the fledglJUNIOR CLASS PARTY
was in McCarthy's time. This is certainly a grim relationship between and love. " He ex plained t hat, as the ing collaborators too much either.
Halloween
Horror Show at Oakland
plot-line unfolds, the innocent boy,
the community of scholars and society.
Tallman threw a parting shot, Memorial Hall 8:00 - 1:00
The
accompanied by his good fairy,
Policy Academically Outrageous
"When this is over, we're begin- Horrendos . Bus transportation
"
Consider another bad aspect of this relationship. Precisely to diminish faced numerous situations, includ- ning another musical", an d A n dy "
shirking and to guarantee social utility (according to its lights) , as well ing a romance with a beatnik girl. added, "even though it'll have to be leaving Runnals starting at 8:00.
as to increase recruitment, the government will now exempt only stud- Two minor characters plus a small by mail", since Gregg will be in Refreshments - Cider and doughnuts.
ents who get good grades, carry a full course-load, and even are in the chorus will complement the leads. New York.
sciences rather than the humanities. But this kind of extra-mural pres- At this issue, roles have not yet
suring is academically outrageous. The curriculum and level of perform- been assigned.
ance that warrant a student's being in college must be entirely the affair
Tallman has composed 11 songs
of the student and his professors, otherwise educational process is im- and a ballet for the musical. He has
possible. For a particular student at a particular time, a light load, off- also assigned himself the task
of
campus work, a moratorium might be just the right thing. A student's play director. Dunn , who wrote the
mediocre grades might be quite irrelevant to the question of how much book and lyrics, will provide the
he is profiting. The right curriculum depends on where and how a stu- necessary revisions for the middent is.
winter performance. He says there
I am unwilling in this column to discuss the merits of the Vietnam will be "many".
war as policy — in my opinion , it is both unjust and impolitic — but as An English literature major from
an academic I must say this: the pressuring and interference of the draft Oradell, N. J., Gregg Tallman
policy in academic matters are intolerable and poison the atmosphere of brought to the musical
12 years of
the community of scholars. It is the duty of faculty concertedly to pro- music study. He admits to playing
test against them and refuse them, and it is the duty of students to urge tho piano and organ and
modestly
tho faculty to do so.
tells of two copyrighted organ comIn abstract logic, the "just policy " on tbe student deferment la clear: positions.
Hither the war is just and then nobody should be deferred (except for
The Colby Eight member has
absolute social or personal necessity) ; all must be in it together. Or the definitely decided on a
theatre carwar is unjust and wc should get the hell out of it, And abstractly I agree eer after what
he termed an
with this forth-right reasoning, but —
"ecstatic" season of summer stock
Since the President does not soom to be about to give up the war. the with tho Newfoundland Musical
logic means abolishing the deferment. The students would of course be Theatre, Newfoundland, Pa. "I
wildly against it, for various good and bad reasons. Also, University played Hortensia In the King and I
administrators would be against It, since it would diminish thoir popula- and Bobby Van Heusen In Tho Boytion and grandeur, even if many are students only to avoid the draft. friend , he said. Tallman is familiar
But finally, I think the government Itself must shy away from such a to Colby audiences as Richard Rich
stop, for it cannot bo eager to cope with the unknown, but certainly in A. Man for All Seasons. Ho also
a very large number of students who oppose war and would strenuously appeared in Powder and Wig 's Oh
object to being drafted, but who now settle quietly for deferment, At Dart last year.
present tho government Is obviously disposed" to got most of its troops To pursue and improve his theatre
from tho National Guard and tho Reserves, rather than asking for an prospects, Tallman will head for
Emergency and risking debate. Yet this drift toward a" big professional Now York City second semester.
army Is hazardous to democracy, and we may ruo lt,
Thoro, ho explained , "I will study
dance and voice as well as continuCopyright Paul Goodman. 10(15
ing my regular collage work," '
Dunn , combines his talents as
including such famous lines as:
writer,
Dean's list studont and fraCOME CLAIM YOUR HEAPS! HOMECOMING LIBRARY HOURS
In nn effort to keep the campus
Friday. Library closes at B p.m. ternity man with a position on tho
BOBBIE BROOKS
JUNIORI TE
looking neat, M.SA., working with *Rosorvo Books may bo takon out track team. "I know It seems Intho administration , wishes to re- at 3 p.m. and aro duo Sunday at congruous ", ho grinned , "running
COUNTRY SET
EVAN - PICONE
track and writing a play." Junior
move tho two abandoned earn In 3 p.m.
tho riolil adjacent to tlio footbal l
Saturday. Roferenco Room open year abroad at an English UniversiIRVINGTON PLACE
COUNTRY JUNIOR
field. Tlio two cars aro a oronin and 8:30 a.m. to 1% noon. Remainder of ty constitute tho futu re plans for
this fledgling playwrigh t from
while four-door 1DIS7 Ford with a Library closed,*
Pnramus, N.Y.
*
douIur 'H tlecal Indicating Newport . Sunday. Regular hours.
The boys explained that local
Maine, and a blue, two door, 1.050 *Noto. Memorial Reading Room
Ford. Action will b» taken to ro- and North Wing Study Carrels will help, In proportions making this
tnovtt thttHO earn If thoy are not bo on regular hours throughout tho play almost a "family affair " will
133 - 137 Main St .
Water ville !i
go Into tho opening night' s perolulmort by thoir owners soon.
weekend.
formance. Nancy Hutchinson Is

Two Sophmores Blend Their
Talents To Write A Musical
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Alvina & Delia

A Trip To Adventure:
Outward Bound Camp

Indian Summer

entire life without ever finding out
whether or not he was a coward. In
a sense, Outward Bound creates
wars — small, individual wars between what a student thinks he can
Editor 's Note: The following is rep rinted f r o m the New York
do and what he is told to do. Some- Times, October 25, 1965 .
where amid all the pain and fear
It has no p lace in the calendar , it can 't be forecast to the day or
by Tom McCrumm rents, fog, wind and waves are here
and frustration, the student gets a
. The words "Outward Bound", al- the worthy adversaries and the
'
'
chance to look at himself in a new the week, it isn t a season and it isn t official. But when it comes, as
though familiar to some, are ' prob- teachers.
light, to see just what he is really it does year after year, there is no mistaking it. It is Indian Summer,
For years men have been inspired
ably new to most students of Colby
worth
and what he is capable of. with mild days, chill y ni ghts , clear sk y, faintl y hazed horizon , gentle
by the " challenge of the sea, the
College.
He gets the chance to look deeply winds and a summons from all outdoors.
"Outward Bound" refers to the 21 trackless wilderness, and the mouninto his soul.
The season turns on the equinox. The insects that rasped hot afterOutward Bound schools through- tains. Outward Bound offers the
"Outward Bound is often not enout the world. Many are already adventure of self-discovery set
joyable; it is not meant to be. Only noons and warm ni ghts commit their future to the egg and the pupa
familiar with the three Outward against these backgrounds. Each
under the pressure \of fear and pain and are read y for the silence. First frost clears the air and puts an end
Bound schools in the United States; school shares common objectives
does a person get the chance for to summer itself. Autumn rain washes away the dust and begins to
those in Colorado, Minnesota, -and with the other two, but each adapts
such self-analysis. It is something clear the litter. Color comes to the woodland and the leaves besdn
the new one in Penobscot bay, its program to the distinct assets
you can't find in the soft routine of
to fall. Hard frost blacJkens the weeds and ushers in the quiet.
of its own environment.
Maine.
ordinary existence. It is something
Each summer at the Colorado
This past summer three Colby
The maste is ended. The year's harvest has been gathered. Nut and
very good.
school,
groups of about 100 young
students were at the Colorado Out"There is a great deal of satisfac- berry are ripe. Thistle and milkweed strew the air with fluff and
ward Bound School, high in the men are put through a rigorous 26
tion for the student at Outward floss. The Hunter's Moon is brilliant and lingering in the night sk y.
Colorado Rockies. The three are day course in the mountain wilderBound , satisfaction that comes from Stars are burnished with autumn 's glitter. Wood smoke tangs the
Tom McCrumm, '68, who was as- ness, designed so that they may pit
pushing himself to the limit, and evening air Indian Summer's fragrance.
,
sisting with the instruction there, themselves against the challenge of
then beyond. "Beyond" is more than
and
Bob
Koons,
raw
nature,
and above all, against
Winter will come. We have had tlie warning. Dark November is
Steve Johnson, '66,
just a physical thing. It is a matter
'68, who were both there for one themselves. The student at Outjust
ahead. The brool that chatters will be silenced b y ice. The
of will and nerye and of the ability
month as students of the unique ward Bound will experience a
to "gut it out" just a little longer white drifts will blanket the meadow. But for a little while it is summonth of 'blood, swe at , tears,' and
school.
and a little harder. It is a matter mer again , a special summer without burn or blister , a blue-sky sumNow comes the inevitable ques- enough soul-searching to last a
of living to the extreme in response mer of 1 leisure , of quiet , of far horizons and peaceful hills. For a little
tion — what is Outward Bound? lifetime. These boys, aged 16 to 23,
to a challarige.
while it is Indian Summer , and something special.
The first Outward Bound school come from all walks of life ; from
"To be thrown back onto his last
was established in Wales in 1941 the Ivy League to the culturally deresources of strength and ingenuity
to help reduce the alarming loss of prived ghettos found in large urban
and courage is a harsh thing for
life among young British sailors centers. Although no academic subthe student, but he can learn more
on merchant ships following sink- jects are taught at Outward Bound,
about himself in those 26 days of
ings by German U-boats. It was there is the constant reference to
striving than in a lifetime of unobserved that most of these young school, students, c ours es , and inchallenging ease." Certainly the
seamen had neither the will nor structors. Outward Bound wants to
emerging man knows what the
the skill to survive. Many would make sure the program is not conOutward Bound motto means rather give up in the face of ad- fused with the usual summer camp
"To serve, to strive, and not to
programs. They are not in the recversity than "fight it".
yield."
The founder of this first Outward reation business. Among other
Outward Bound film to be shown
Bound school, Dr. Kurt Hahn, was things, they are a qualified mounat Colby, McCrumm.
inspired by an essay by the Ameri- tain search and rescue organization
"As Tall As The Mountains," the
can philosopher, William James: fully prepared to go to the assistmovie
about the Colorado Outward
"The Moral Equivalent of War". ance of any climber, ' at any time.
Bound School will be shown here
The fi rst four-week course was This past summer the students
at Colby on Wednesday, November
organized for young apprentice sea- were called out often to perform
3rd, at 7:00 P.M., in Lovejoy Audimen "outward bound" for the fleet such duties, once for an all night torium.
rescue mission.
and for life.
Sadie of yesterday . . . Sadie of today corning soon
There will be no admission charge
Outward Bound's purpose was to
Outward Bound is not a formula
for
this
film
,
which
will
be
shown
let men find out how far beyond for "instant men", and neither is it
expected limits they, could drive simply a summer program where for the interest of Colby students
themselves. This experiment work- boys learn mountaineering skills. and faculty. The film is being
ed: those who took the first Out- Outward Bound trains through the sponsored by the three Colby Stu ward Bound courses held out mountains and not for the moun- dents who were at the Colorado
against adversity at sea much long- tains. They train through rescue Outward Bound School last sumer than those who did not have the and through survival. Through this men, along with the Colby Outing
Club.
training; the needless loss of life wilderness
experience
Outward
These three boys, Tom McCrumm,
was diminished significantly. By Bound tries to give these young
the end of the war it was obvious men a glimpse of themselves. From Bob Koons, an d Steve Jo h ns o n, are
that this type of physical, moral and service comes a sense of concern about to start a two week lecture
mental training was indeed a- suc- for others. From hardship and series about Outward Bound in the
cessful approach to the difficult danger comes self-reliance. From greater Waterville area. The movie
transition from youth to manhood. adventure and excitment comes a will be shown first here at Colby,
The concept of this type of condi- new interest in life, and as the then at various schools, clubs, and
tioning spread rapidly over the challenges increase in severi ty, a civic groups in the area. If the deworld, and in 1962 the first Ameri- keen sense of inward strength is mand is great enough, the film may
bo shown here a second time at
can Outward Bound school was born.
Colby.
founded in Colorado. Today there
Ernest Hemingwa y once s aid i t
are three Outward Bound schools was a great pity wars are so infreThis half hour movie is filmed in
in the United States. The oldest is q uent , because a man might go his
(Continued on Page Six)
located at 9000 feet in the Central
Rockies of Colorado. An applicable
quote from William Blake : "Great
things are done when men and
mountains meet". The second school
is in tho rugged wilderness lake
country of northern Minnesota.
Th e newest sc h oo l i s j ust d own t h e
coast from here, on Hurr i cane
Island in Penobscot Bay. Tidal cur-

FREE BOOK S
while they last,
one lot of
used textbooks
absolutely free.

fight it.
Get Eaton 's Corr asable Bond Typewriter Paper. :(
Mistakes don 't show. A mis-key completely disappears

i

These are text-books
superseded by a
,
later edition
First come, first served j
Large new reduction
of study aids now
in store

from the special ' surface. An ordinary pencil era ser lets
;
you erase without a t race. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton ' s Corrasable is available in light , medium , heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.
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I So completely classic , so right to wear with any
i matching skirt you choose, In beautiful Garland colors.
Wear It with the twin-pleat skftt so much on today 's
scene,
or with a straigh t skirt or a hlp-stltch pleat So
I
many
looks
to make with this great little sweaterl , ./

Pullover $9.98 " Skirt $10.10
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Only Eaton makes Corrasabl e.

EATON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Waterville — Skowhegan

Exhibition Of Book Of Year
On Display At Miller Library

The annual competition, sponsored by the American Institute of
Graphic Arts in New York City,
seeks to focus on printing as an art
form and to show that "artistry
plus respect for the contents equal
a functional book,"
Open to the public without charge,
The next exhibit, which will be
shown during November, features

An exhibition of the fifty books Other 1964 winners are in the
of the year is on display through fields of art, science, and history,
the end of October in the main lob- and the display offers a rich variety
by of Miller Library, Colby College.
The books, which range from Ed- of bi n di n gs , print, and illustrations.
gar Allen Poe to Tales of The
American Heritage Cookbook, were
chosen by a j ury of designers and i
publishers from all titles published
ATTENTION
duri ng 1964. The bases of judg eJohn Simpson and White Mules
ment are format, excellence of
typography, printing and binding.
Some of the outstanding books in
the 1964 collection are Antonio
Frasconi's Known Fables, Paul and
Arthur Seach For the Egg by Anne
Rockwell, and A Cheyenne Sketchbook with drawings by Cohoe.
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the exhibition is part of a series devoted to fine printing and including displays from the outstanding
commercial and private presses.
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING
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This Coupon Is Worth

X

At Your Norge Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center, Waterville
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BEAT BLACK BEARS

A TRIP TO ADVENTURE
( Continued from Page Five)
full color on location from 9000 to
14,000 feet in elevation in the Rocky
Mountains of Colorado. The film
has documentary film awards.
The film follows one patrol, a
group of 12 boys, of the Colorado
Outward Bound School through
their 26-day course in the snowcapped mountain wilderness of
western Colorado. Starting with the
first "dip" (a one half mile run to
an icy cold stream for a dip at
6 :00 A.M.) , to the last day of their
final expedition (3 days in the high
mountains in groups of 4, covering
up to 100 miles), the camera gives
an excellent picture of the most
unusual curriculum of this Outward
Bound School.

the Midwestern Books Competition,
while in December work from the
Stinehour Press in Lunenburg, Vermont, will be on display.
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g Have a regular $2.00 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
J done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load : 10
X sweaters, or 4 men's suits, or 3 ladies' suits, or 3
X topcoats, or 8 trousers, or 9 dresses.
X
.
X
Free pick-up and delivery
laundry washed, dried and folded
15c lb.
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Telephone 872-9858
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"As Tall As The Mountains" will
surely leave a warm spot in the
hearts of all who see it, for what
is more warming than to see a boy
take a giant step toward manhood.
i

WELCOME TO
THE

AL COREY
MUSIC CENTER
99 MAIN STREET

Everything In Music
TKinity 2-5622
i

TO N Y'S
The Largest Pizza In Town.
Tony 's 16 in. Party Pizza
also
Mt. Ball Grinders - Dynamites \
Italian Sandwiches Beor To Take Out
!
i Free Delivery on $4.00 Minimum
!
Tel. 872-9731
i
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BOSTONIANS - BASS
PF TENNIS
CITATIONS - RED CROSS

GALLERT
SHOE STORE
51. Main Street

Watorvlllo

Maine

Charge Accounts
Quality Footwear For 104 Years

Forget all you 've seen and heard about '66 cars.
Because Coronet is here » . . sharp, smart and
sassy, the greatest thing from Dodge since Year
One. Loaded with luxury the higher-priced cars
haven't caught onto yet. With a choice of five
engines, each one designed to make the walls of
Dullsville come tumbling down. And with a whole
slew of standard equipment that used to cost
extra. Like an outside rear view mirror. A padded

dash for extra safety. Variable-speed electric
windshield wipers and washers. Backup lights.
Turn signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.
And ,as some extra frosting on the Coronet cake ,
a 5-year or 50,000-mile warranty *
Enough said to get you really tempted? Now
let's get away from the look-alike , drive-alike,
first-cousin cars with Coronet , a car with a lively
personality all its own.
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•HEM'S HOW DODGE'S;5-YEAR , 50,000-MrLE ENQINE AND DRIVE TRAIN WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU: Chr ysler Corporation

Gas Tank Full?
For The Weekend ?
For The Game?
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confidently warrants all of the ollowlnj vital parts of Its 1966 cars for 5 years or 50,000 miles, whichever comes first,durlni which tlmi
any such parts that prove dofoctiwo In material and workmanship will be replaced or repaired al a Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized
pooler 's place of business wit hout charge for such parts or labor: engine Mock ,head and Internal parti,intake manifold,water pump,
transmission case and Infernal parts (excepting manual clutch), torque converter ,drive shaft, universal Joints,rear axle and differential
and rear wheel bearings. .
'
REQUI RED MAINTENANCE: The following malntenince services are required under the warranty-change engine oil every 3 months
or 4,000 miles, whichever comes first; replace oil filter every second oil change;clean carburetor air filter every 6 months and replace
It
every 2 years; and every 6 months furnish ovldencoof this required service tea Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer ana1 request
him to certify receipt of such evidence and your cir 'a mileage, Simple enough for such Important protection.
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See
"COOKIE" MICHAEL
Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
WATERVILLE

MAINE

Join the Dod ge Rebellion at y our Dod ge Dealer 's.
WATCH "THE BOB HOM CHRYSLER THEATRE" WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NDC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.

1

MULE KICKS

HOMECOMING HIGHLIGHTS
Sunday, Nov. 7

(Continued from Page One)
10:00 A.M

2 :00 P.M
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Continued from Page Eight
alties and a pass interference call
to make the score 28-14 with only
5 minutes left in the game.
Br o m o Br u nch in Roberts Bill Loveday ra llied hi s t eam fo r
Union Cafeteria
one last show of courage. Taking
to the air the Mules were able to
W oodsmen 's Meet by John- score once more. Passes to Lambert
and Blumenthal were good, with
son Pond.
Jim Lambert making the final
score. The game ended 28-21 with
both teams making their backers
proud.
HOOFBEATS
The great Maine team appears
here tomorrow with a great reputation. This Maine squad is a team
hurt by injuries, boys not play ing
again , and size. The Black Bears
have overcome the critics, led byfabulous Dick Devarney, diminutive quarterback for the Yankee
Conference champions. Size has not
appeared to be the major factor in
their winnings because the offense

averages only a little over 200
pounds and is typified by guard
Mike Hodges — only 160 pounds.
We cannot say that Colby has a
good chance to win Saturday by
comparing records, weights, manpower or reputations, but the team
still will show on the field Saturday

ARNOLD

— and it is a very funny-shaped
ball . . . A tip on a good game the Mule frosh against the Baby
Bears. Our boys only lost by a field
goal, 10-7, in Orono so it could really be a difference if we support
our frosh in the best way Friday.
J. M. O.

MOTE L

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colby College Nearby

COFFEE

AAA

Air Conditioned

SHOP

SUPERIOR
Pool

Tel. 872-2735
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^Dep
ositors
1
-piSS^ Trust Company '
29 Offices in the
"Heart of Maine"
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
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The Student Non-Violent Co-

SHOP BERRfS FIRST

I ordinative Committee for the
I
I preservation of served meals
I
I marches on Dana, Tuesday night

En LW j l f o

The Complete Stationery Store

Berry 's Stationers
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74 Main Street
Waterville, Maine
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Fri. - Tues.
Walt Disney 's
"OLD YELLER"

THE FACTS ABOUT THE |^&
- SEALED SOLE
•k Two year unconditional guarantee*

OPPORTUNITY

in color
with
Dorothy McGuire

k Five winters of roughest testing.
-k Extremely durable and tough.

For a future with a well known Midwest Manufacturing Firm. We
are now offering exclusive distributorships for a patented product
No competition. Factory trained personnel will assist you in setting
up a tried and proven advertising and merchandising program.
100% mark up. Investment guaranteed. Minimum investment
$1,000. Maximum $14,000. All replies confidential. For information
write Director of Marketing, P. O. Box 14049, St. Louis, Missouri
63178.

Fess Parker

"k

Completel y waterproof — warm and dry.

k

Utmost security in control of skis *

k

No maintenance necessary.
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UNITED MARKETING COMPANY

2 color hits
Rick Nelson in
"LOVE AND KISSES"
plus
James Darren
Pamela Tiffin in
"THE LIVELY SET"

6286 BARTMEB AVENUE

ST. LOUIS, MO. 63130
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Sp ecial y \
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^

LOUIE'S

Speaking of Colby 's hottest
romances, thoy can usually be
soon tucked away in a booth at
Louie's,
COMING : 7 foot erroup tables
(initials may bo inscribed on
them)
RECORDS: I hoar n symphony
(Suprnmos)
| Aro you a boy ( Barbarians)

THE GREATEST SKI VALUE EVER OFFERED

22 Laminations, Austrian Made Skis
Dovre Double Release Bindings
Deluxe Aluminum Poles —
Arlberg Safety Straps
Binding Installation ——
¦
Personalized Engraving -—¦

i

$39.95
14.95
7.00
2.00
3.00
2.00

TOTAL VALUE

-OUR PRICE-

Waterville
Savings Bank
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INSURANCE CORPORATION
Wftt ervlllo

$49.95
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$68.90
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Gridders, Boaters.Lose at Brunswick
Bears Win , 20-21,

Dunk l ee Forces

in Viens-Loved ay

Whitewashed. 2-0
by Bob Grossman
"We were outplayed and outhustled." This was how Colby
Coach Si Dunklee succintly summed up the 2-0 setback inflicted by
Bowdoin's hooters last Saturday.
Without attempting to alibi,
Dunklee named the principal factors responsible for the defeat. A
side injury to Charlie McLennan
was a major blow. This key halfback, who, in Dunklee's words, was
"really needed", was unable to even
make the trip to Brunswick. The
loss of center Greg Nelson was just
as critical. Nelson was severely cut
above the eye, as he collided with a
Polar Bear while attempting to
head the ball. Though he continued to play throughout most of the
first half and, with three stitches,
the second half , he was never quite
the same.
On such a day , even the coach's
strategy went awry. Issa Karsheh
played lef t wing in the first half ,
in order to rest Reed Harmon for
the second. However, Harmon was
stunned in the opening minutes of
t he third p eriod , and never achieved
full efficiency. The left fullback
spot was also a* disaster area, as
John Cooper and Bill Walker were
hurt in the contest.
From all these injuries, it is apparent that Bowdoin really mounted sustained pressure on the Mules.
Though the first period was fairly
even, Charlie Rosenberg managed
to score from outside left at 12:31.

Late Touchd own
To ps Mules , 13-12,
for Polar Cubs

A Bowdoin touchdown scored in
the last minute of play was the
decisive factor in the Colby freshmen's 13-12 loss to the arch-rival
Bowdoin frosh. Coach Burke's defensive forces had protected a slim
12-7 halftime lead before Bowdoin
pushed across its final score.
Bowdoin also opened the scoring
in the first quarter on an 18-yard
touchdown pass from Dick Parmenter to end Bob McGuirk. Quarterback Parmenter converted the
extra-point to make the score 7-0.
Colby quickly returned with an
electrifying 73-yard pass play combining the throwing arm of quarterback Ed Woodin with the speed
of Don Cooper to result in the
touchdown. Colby's try for the extra-point was wide of the goal posts
so Bowdoin still led , 7-6.
The Baby Mules went ahead in
the second period when Ed Woodin
bucked over from the Bowdoin one
after a pass interference call had
resulted in this first and goal situation on the one-yard lino. Defensive standout, Dave Ivcrson, set
up this touchdown with a 61-yard
return of. an intercepted pass to tho
Bowdoin nine, John Kusiak attempted to run for the two points
after touchdown but was stopped
inches short of tho goal lino.
Tho Bowdoin frosh marched 75
yards to score tho deciding fourth
period touchdown. Dick Parmentor's short down and out passes to
end Bob McGuirk wore the highlights of this drive. Bowdoin scored
their disputed touchdown on a
fourth and ono play at tho Colby
one-yard lino. Tho try for tho cxtrn-point was blocked by Colby
tackle, Davo Noonan. Timo ran out
before Colby could got another sustained drive moving.
The outstanding defensive performers for tho Baby Mules in this
homecoming contest with Bowdoin
woro linebackers , Davo Ivcrson and
Gary Lynch, and tackles, Davo
Noonan and Jim Kllngcnsmith .

Aerial Showdown

OFF AND RUNNING - Fifty-two runners from seven schools set out over Colby 's 3.4 Gross Country
course, as the first annual Invitational meet got und;r way on Monday. Dick Patterson of Nichols Coll ege, the winner and establisher of a new course marc, is congratulated by Colby coach Ken Weinbel.
The Mules, though, were definitely
outplayed in the second and third
periods, according to Dunklee.
Bowdoin had many opportunities
and peppered Brad Coady, who
made three great saves in the third
quarter. The final 22 minutes were
the Mules' best, but Abou Sylla and
Greg Nelson failed to score, when
they were alone on the Bowdoin
goalie. Cy Allen, Bear outside right,
netted the final tally on a direct
kick at 8:44.

The Mules play host to the Maine
Black Bears tomorrow at 10:00.
Dunklee "doesn't look past" the
Orono eleven and envisions a tough
game. However, if Colby plays up
to its past form , the Mules should
be victorious.
On a cold wind swept field at
Lewiston on Wednesday, the Mules
rebounded to edge Bates 3-2 to
complete the first round of States
Series activity.
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by Pete Fellows
by Pet e Fellows
,
Some peop l e hav e registered off-the-cuff theories about the future
of interscholastic sports at Colb y. Very seldom are they seen in print.
They fl y around in the form of rumors about such top ic s as Colby
going in tramural within five years. Even the speech classes arc holding debates about the subject.
The seriousness of these theories or rumors is often justified , if one
examines the nature of the headlines in a local newspaper's sports
page. The fortunes of Colb y f ootball have sunk t o a new l pw in th e
past fiv e years ; Co lb y hockey has dr opped fro m the ranks of Eastern
p ower to the relative mediocrity of ECA'C Division II ; Colb y basketball ha s l ost it s gri p on the State title , a nd i t s repu t ati on ha s cli pp ed
considerabl y since olden days. Baseball alone stands prominent among
the "maj or " sports-no offense aimed at the other sports; it is difficult
to co mba t categ orizing , based on popularity, int ere st , and coverag e,
through all media.
Positive aspects of Colb y a t hl et ics arc numer o us , and th e most concrete , beyond the reality of the new fieldhouse , is the Colb y "G"
Club , which h e ld i t s fir st mee t ing last night.
The ninety-three members of the new "C" club , wi t h t h eir nine
captains , giv e Colb y a thletes a voice , som et hing whi ch has l ong b een
la cking in the fight to retain or regain a hi gh standard of athletics at
this school. It can establish a heritage for Colb y athlet es, an esprit de
corps for letter-wearers , so that they may collectivel y mak e Co lb y
more attractive for the large number of student - athletes, wh o arc
coming up through their respective public school systems and private
schools. Through the "G" Club , t he atmosphere may impr ove t o th e
p oint where more men of un qualified athletic ability and of satisfactory academic ability will giv e Co lb y a longer look, Also, th e wo rk of
the club , in cooperation with the Alumni "C" Club,', may be able l egally, of course - to create opp ortunitie s for less-fortunate studentathletes , so that they will be able to attend Colb y.
Acad emics ar e, of course , a larg e part of even tho , athl ete 's career at
Colb y, and often , tal ented athletes Tail to report for a sport for acad emic r easons , cither becau se their grades have placed them on probati on , or because the ir post-graduate p lans appear unattainabl e,

Cross Countr y

Eight men broke the existing
course record to highlight the first
annual Colby Invitational Cross
Country Meet, held here on Monday. This was strictly an individual
performance meet, and no team
scores were kept. Medals were
awarded to the first fifteen finishers.
Dick Patterson of Nichols College
paced the pack of fifty-two starters
from seven schools. His time of
17:01 eclipsed by over forty seconds
the record held by Colby freshman
harrier Tom Maynard, who could
manage only a fifteen th place in
the meet. Gil Turner, eight seconds
behind the winner, was the first
U Maine runner of a pack of four
that finished in the top seven.
Jeff Coady, Colby's top finisher,
came in eighth, and topped the record held by his teammate, Maynard, whom he had never beaten in
competition. Ken Borschers (16) ,
Bernie Finkle (27) , and Tom Jenkins (30 ) rounded out the Colby
top five.
while the scholastic - athletic conflict exists in their lives. The prestige of athletics at Colby, and
especially of this new organization ,
will improve substantially, if the
balance between the classroom and
the playing field can be more clearly established and met, and, at the
same time, the potential of the
athletes is more nearly reached in
both areas.
There are several areas, in which
the "C" Club can be influential. (1)
The question of whether or not to
suspend the awarding of Freshman
numeral , since the supply of numerals nevor-pickod-up is accumulating at the Field House. (2) The
design of the letter sweaters is up
for debate ; some favor retaining
tho present form , whilo others prefer switching to tho pullover interwoven type. (8) The banquets, often
hardly worthwhile attending in tho
past, can be improved , and there is
n definite possibility of a general
"C" Club banquet, for all members,
with a featured speaker, at the end
of each yoar. ETC . . , ETC , . .
Wo could bo skeptical and doubt
tho potential of such an unwieldy
organization , in a seemingly hopeloss area of concentration. However, anyone who is connected
closely with Colby athletics, to tho
degree of knowing and envying
what has boon in tho past, can do
nothing l)ut look upward and havo
tho highest hopes for tlio work that
a tigh t triangle of cooperation , between tho athletes, tho Department
of Physical Education , and the Ad-

Even though the Colby Mules
dropped their fifth straight game
of the season — this one to agelong rival, Bowdoin; 28-21 — John
Simpson 's squad played their finest
game of • the year. The game was
played before a jubilant Alumni
Weekend crowd at Brunswick.
Colby opened up its offense behind the running of Dick Aube and
passing arm of Bill Loveday to his
able accomplices, Jim Lambert and
Steve Freyer, 'but Bowdoin's defense stopped the big plays, while
the Soule brothers did their scoring. The Mules had a statistical
edge 151-143 rushing and 171-145
passing, but Bowdoin was able to
stop the Mules on the 3 yard line
and the 15 yard line to spell the
diff erence.
Bowdoin impressed Homecoming
fans by marching 55 yards on the
able legs of Capt. Paul Soule the
first time they had the ball. This
was the time for the Mules to lie
down and die, but Colby did not
read the script well and adlibbed
a 70 yard razzle-dazzle pass play.
Bill Loveday handed to Boo Radley, a quarterback playing halfback , who threw a 35 yard pass to
flankerback, Jim Lambert, making
a desperation grab then stumbled
35 yards eluding two tacklers ; he
was finally tripped up on the B-4.
Hard running Dick Aube went in
for his first score. The two extra
points were added by a pass from
Loveday to Freyer to tie it up at
eight all with only five mfnutes
gone in the game. The rest of the
first half showed Colby's offensive
ability with Dick Aube moving the
ball overland for sizeable gains. It
seemed all receivers were covered
or a defender hroke through to
dump Loveday, thus ruining all important pass plays. Within three
minutes Bowdoin's quarterback
"Mo" Viens took to the air, throwing completions to ends Ken Anderson, Jim MacAllen and finally to
Mort Soule for the score with just
28 seconds left in the first half.
The Polar Bears led 14 to 8 at the
half.
The Bears came out in the third
period to put the game away. The
two great runs by fullback Dave
MacNabb — combined total, 40
yards — put the Bears in scoring
position, where the Viens-MacAIIen
combination made the score 20-8.
The last period saw the Colby offense begin to move in high gear.
The first big play happened when
Kim Miller, George Kay and Richie
Habeshian stormed in to block
Bowdoin 's punt. With passes to
Pete Blumonthal and Stove Freyer,
Colby was close enough to give It to
workhorse Dick Aube again and he
bulled his way from the throe to
make it 20-14. Luck was again with
tho Bears as they woro able to
stop a fi red up Colby team with a
pnss interception and thon inarched
down tho field aided by offside pen(Continued on Pago Sovon)
ministration i of Colby College, can
do to make Colby tho true "center
of excellence" that tho scholars
label it. Colby will never bo universally excellent until each area
escapes mediocrity.
Tho Varsity «"C" Club pledge :
I pledge on my honor as a gentleman that I will uphold tho hdnor
and distinction of Colby College
athletics, I accept membership Into
tho Colby Varsity "C" Club, not
merely because I havo earned my
"C" but also because I would like
to advance tho entire athletic cause
at Colby. I further pledge to uphold
nnd maintain tho purpose, traditions, and officers of tho "C" Club ,
both on and off tho fiold.

ITS A MA D. MAD. MAD . MAD LamPuS!

Editorial:

Culture On A Saturday Night

Letters to the Editor
Sigh for Sellers ..

Considerable credit is deserved by t he Colb y Studen t Government
f or ta king t h e ini t iat ive necessary to m ak e las t Sa t urday night 's To the Editor:
lecture b y Theodore Sorenson as much of a success as it was.
That over one thousand peop le came flocking fr om all over the
state on a Saturday night was a tribute to the widespread and efficient
publicity drive conducted by a committee under the direction of Phil
Merrill. It was a refreshing sight to see Stu-G sponsor an event with
such broad-based interest and that the audience reacted enthusiastically to a function that was cultural as well as entertaining.
However, there is room for debate as to whether Mr. Sorenson 's
speech was worth the $1500 that Stu-G paid for it and the $700 net
defecit incurred. President Strider among others has raised the question as to the ethics of the precedent that was set of "making students
pay twice for the lecture when the Activities fee is supposed to cover"
this sort of thing. It seems to us that if peop le are willing to p ay ou t of
their own pockets to hear a lecture, that they should be provided with
the frequent opportunity to do so. But, though the lecture drew as
many spectators as any in recent memory, it still did cost Stu-G $700.
This demonstrates the obstacle that Stu-G faces in arranging suc h
attractive lectures without "charging students twice" or losing vast
amounts of money or both.
As for Mr. Sorenson's speech , it was regretable that he did not speak
on the "Amer ican Presidency " as he had ori ginall y intended to. The
compr omise lect ure o n t he "Legacy of t he K enn edy Admini st rat ion "
could probably have been rattled off by any hi ghl y biased Democratic
government professor- It represented a glorified wrap-up of a portion
of our history that has alread y become all too distorted. Mr. Sorenson
onl y presented a fancifu l outline without the supporting evidence or
the personal references that the audience sought.
'But Mr. Sorsenson's visit, if n ot his speech , was of great value. The
question-and-answer session and ensuing reception gave listeners an
insight to a clever, interesting, though often evasive personality. We
hope that in the future there will be more of such appealing events
that hel p est ablish Colby more firml y than ever as the cultural center
D. V. S.
in this -neck of the woods.

Editor's Reply

Goodness! Talk about jou rnalistic tantrums! Last week's editorial,
expressing the views of the some members of the editorial board of the
Colby Ech o, wasn't exactly "dia t ribe" again st Seller's. We expressly
said t ha t t he food services have improv ed immens el y. We called the
food , and we quote, "not onl y imagina t ive and varied , but tasty."
That was all we said about the quality of the food.
The feeling that motivated that editorial (which , if w e may thump
our own. rabbi t for a m om en t, was generally well re ceived b y those
who do know a bout t he pr esen t ea t ing co nditions in t he girl's dorms
from personal experience, and thus can conceive of the loss) — the
feeling that motivated the editorial was one justi fied at the time
by the situation.
No t he Echo doesn't feel that new ideas should "be shunned like
a fallen woman " (aa d who shuns them anyway, or, is that a reall y
nec essary or appr opriate me t ap hor), bu t f or a gr oup of people whom
we suppose believe in const ruc t ive ag it at ion and the inst it u t ion of the
best possible conditions, t hey 'r e b eing awfull y bidd y-ish.
The authors should have read the editorial ; if they had t hey would
have seen that Seller's as a food caterer wasn 't dealt with. What was
deal t with was a proposal that (as the VOTE OF THE PEOPLE
showed) j ust wasn 't, in the form proposed, any good. Now, if they can
give some bet t er reasons for accepting t he Sell er 's pr op osal as sla t ed
by them - and we do realize Seller 's was t rying for an honest improvemen t of a regrettable situation - then b y all means, direct their arguments at that. But , as college st uden t s, t hey shouldn 't weaken their
case by adhominen arguments that attack the writers and don 't deal
with their ideas.
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Why the staff of the Colby ECHO
should bear a grudge against the
Sellers people eludes us, but we
seriously doubt the need of the
ECHO to publish snide editorial
diatribes against the catering service. For last week's journalistic
tantrum lacked not only any sense
of good taste but of reason.
To accuse Sellers of "softening"
us up with good food is childish and
irresponsible just as it is to call
them "sneaky ". We also seriously
doubt that the Sellers people plot
daily to make our life hellish. In
fact, judging from the "Chinese
Night" and the "Strawberry Festival" they seem to be trying to do
just the opposite.
Nor can we see any reason to attack the daily exchanges between
Roberts Union and Dana Hall.
When the day comes that a Colby
student is physically unable to traverse such a short distance, the
student body will have to fear being
thumped to death by a stray herd
of white rabbits.
But especially puzzling to us is
why the ECHO should so bitterly
attack Sellers for merely proposing
a new idea and giving the student
body the final say. Does the ECHO
feel that new ideas should be
shunned like a fallen woman or that
Colby students are incapable of
making a proper decision ? To turn
a phr ase, last week's editorial seems
to have been written by "anachronistic, conservative, stupid, narrow-minded, shallow, selfi sh , egotistical, peasants".
Sincerely,
Elliot Jaspin
Leon Garnett
Fred Clasquin |
Ken Borchers
Dick Hunnewell .
Clinton Baer, Jr.
Larry Sears
Dave Manning

To the Sports Editor:
My congratulations to you on
your excellent editorial in the October 29 Echo. As chairman of the
Athletic Committee for the Alumni
Council I think you put the problem exactly in its proper prospective when you said that Colby "will
never be universally excellent until
each area escapes mediocrity." All
of us interested in Colby athletics
are vitally concerned with this and
I can assure you the Alumni Council and our committee enthusiastically endorse the new Colby "C"
Club.
It is my intent to bring your editorial to the attention of the entire
Alumni Council body at the November 6 meeting. Keep up the good
work ! I hope I have an opportunity
to meet you personally in the near
future,
John W. Deering

Campus Eye

Doea anyone know how to spell
the name of tho author-advisor who
came to Colby to lecture last Saturday ? The Eye saw posters, Stu-G
notes, and MSA notes, all In violent
conflict. Even tho fine upstanding
jo urnal you are now reading ran
contradictory spellings in successive issues, Is a man so "famous"
— anybody who demands "2000"
must be of somo note — deserving
of having his namo misspelled?
* * * * +
Tho Eyo has missed being rouaod
by tho parading Zotos. There must
bo no ono loft without a pinmato.
Along tho same line, tho Eyo waa
extremely Impressed by tho awesome display put on at last Wednesday 's pinning j aunt. Tho Eyo
cowered under his bod , fearing oiiomy attack, but lt was only tho
Lambda Chis, Tho word was that
(Continued on Fuse Five)

We're Back On Frats Again

To the Editor:
THE FRATERNITY SYSTEM
AT COLBY SHOULD BE ABOLISHED.
The elements in it which are advantageous can be incorporated
into another and more effective social system, while those which are
disadvantageous are done away
with.
The most popular arguments supporting fraternities are these: "I
want an opportunity to choose the
people I'm going to live with," or
"Nine times out of ten my first impression is right on a guy. I can
tell if some kid is right for this
house." The underlying idea which
is stressed is that by screening the
rushees for a fraternity there results a group of students who will
get along well and will have something in common. This, then implies
a unit that has a common denominator in interests and a kindred
spirit throughout the group. This,
I think, is nonsense.
First of all, I don't believe it is
possible to begin to get to know
someone until you have lived with
him , spent a long period of time
with him, and recognized individual
personality traits. This can be best
brought to light by noting that in
many cases the few individuals the
freshmen are impressed by during
rushing usually do not turn out,
after living with them for a period
of time, to k be their close friends.
Instead, their friends develop from
close living conditions over a period
of time, forcing an interaction between two people from which mutual respect and understanding develop.
Secondly, if during rushing an
individual could detect the kind of
person with whom he would like to
associate, I don't think that a black
ball system is the place to manifest
it. What right does one person
have (or three people, 10%, or
whatever) to exclude anyone from
a group of people who may be his
friends. The ability of a small minority to have a choice over the determination of a peer's associates
on the basis of "he doesn't fit"
seems an absurd method upon
which to base the structure of social life on this campus. Very few
people like all the people they live
with. The determination of one's
friends is a personal decision based
(Continued on Page Five)

American Image Coolness. Loafers

Dear Editor:
I read, with a great deal of interest, your front page article of
October 15, entitled "Oh, Where
Have All Our BROTHERS Gone?"
I cannot help but agree with some
of the points you made. Mainly, my
agreement rests with the difficulty
that freshmen must have in making up their minds as to which
house to join in the midst of bands
and juke boxes blaring away.
However, 1 must take serious issue with your statements where
you say the fraternity system is
waning and that the "advent of
decay is rampant on many American college campuses." You cite
little Williams and Amherst and at?
tempt to include Bowdoin where I
assure you the interest in f raternity life is not (nor can it be) waning. Bowdoin has a horrible system
of early pledging where a freshman
may be pledging as he "steps off
the train". The college argues that
this is aimed at maintaining heterogenous groups within all fraternities. But what they must secretly
admit to themselves is that at Bowdoin unless you join a fraternity
you don't eat. When you speak of
the "waning" interest, I would respectfully remind you that these
school s tha t you r efer t o, where the
fraternity system is under fire, represented but one or two per cent of
the instutions throughout the United States having national fraternities and I am not restricting your
reference to Amherst or Williams.
Furthermore, your article failed to
mention the fact that in the ten
years between 1954 and 1964 the
fraternity system grew by 572
Chapters and 498,000 members. This
could hardly be called a "waning"
system.
I would further remind you that
the NEED for fraternities is growing. This was indicated by the favorable responce of 76% of all deans
surveyed in the past few years
indicating an interest' in, increased
fraternity expansion. . This; ' survey
was conducted by one national fraternity group.
Certainly there are some things
which seem to be primary problems
facing fraternities such as critical
areas of housing, academic standing, membership selection practices
and what some think are "archaic
(Continued on Page Five )

Paradise Lost?

Anonymous
by Nikki Frost
Did Pres. Strider havo to let it
Question: What Is an American slip about his friendship with Joe
student In Europe?
Kennedy?
Answer : An American student is Did they have to burn their draft
one you never see without dozens cards?
of others. Don't try and tell them
Did Pros, Johnson have to disapart since they all look alike. The play his twelve-inch scar?
girls will be somo shade of blond
Did thoy have to plan the new
with a great big smile to show how KDR house in Georgian architeccarefully their teeth were straight- ture?
ened. They shout and scream beDid Sellers havo to serve us tarts
cause they want everyone to notice again?
,;
how pretty they are. They wear
Did they have to remove the
loafers. They think things are Schlltz vending machine from the
"cool" and have to tell everyone DKE house?
how it's "absolutely tho greatest". Did Stu-G havo to voto to pirt
American students, male branch , freshmen boys in Foss next year?
also wear loafers or occasionally Did Pope Paul have to absolve
sneakers with dungarees or some tho Jews one thousand nine hunlight colored pants, Thoy have short dred and sixty-five years too late?
hair. Thoy "bomb around". Their
Did Christine Keoler have to get
favorite occupation is trying to Im- married?
press all females by being very
unimpressed. None of thorn, male oven though It used to be tho other
or female know how to handle sex way around, Thoy havo .no racial
or alchohol.
problems, everyone is rich , and the
Question: Whoro do they como war in Vlofc Nam Is a crusade that
from ?
wo are Infidels for not joining.
Answer: The "Groat society" Those thnt disagree with its policy
whoro hot water runs all day and aro "intellectuals" and this is very
night and tho rooms aro really big bad.
,
and thoro Is always hot air oxcopt
Question: What shall we do wltr|»
when cold air Is noodod. Thoy have thorn?'
televisions in every room dnd thoro
Answer: Sond thorn baolt and go
aro ot lonst 10, stations and tho fav- re-road somo of DoGaullo's speed;/!orite gamo Is trading cars. Barbe- os — maybe thoro IS something < on
¦'/ •
cues aro "In " and opera Is "out" his sldo,

